Chamilo LMS - Bug #6000
1.9.4 when adding an item to the learning path the templates fail to appear
28/02/2013 19:53 - Rory Fogerty
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Description
On a fresh install of 1.9.4. line 23 is commented:
//document.getElementById(\'frmModel\').innerHTML = "<iframe id=\'frame_template\' name=\'my_frame_template\' height=890px
width=220px; frameborder=0 src=\''.api_get_path(WEB_LIBRARY_PATH).'fckeditor/editor/fckdialogframe.html \'>";
This means that when adding a new rich item to the learning path using

http://...../main/newscorm/lp_controller.php?cidReq=STANDARDCHAMILO&id_session=0&gidReq=0&action=a
dd_item&type=document&lp_id=1
the templates fail to appear.
Uncommenting the line resolves this.
History
#1 - 05/03/2013 07:24 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version set to 1.9.6
#2 - 11/03/2013 13:26 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Julio Bonifacio Aliaga
#3 - 13/03/2013 01:13 - Julio Bonifacio Aliaga
- Category set to Learning paths / Lecciones
- % Done changed from 0 to 20
The change was made in the task #5265, the commit http://support.chamilo.org/projects/chamilo-18/repository/revisions/1f0a8ce91ad2 line 34
#4 - 13/03/2013 17:45 - Julio Bonifacio Aliaga
- Assignee changed from Julio Bonifacio Aliaga to Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 20 to 10
Julio M., I assign this task you're doing tracking task #5265
#5 - 27/04/2013 13:47 - Noa Orizales Iglesias
I checked in stable.chamilo.org and it works fine. If you create a new document from the learning path rich elements, and you click on the icon for
templates, they are displayed correctly in a popup box. In my view this task can be closed.
#6 - 27/04/2013 13:48 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
- Assignee deleted (Julio Montoya)
- % Done changed from 10 to 100
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